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(ceci n’est pas le LHC!)
hopefully more than a wishful thinking

Massimo Caccia - Uni. Insubria - Como & INFN-Milano

Connecting the dots:
the art, science & technology of
imaging elementary particles of
matter and light
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LEP, the Large Electronpositron collider (1989-2000)

Our camera: the Vertex Detector,
notably based on micro-strip

complemented by pixels in the end-caps:

LEP, the Large Electronpositron collider (1989-2000)
Life was beautiful & easy (and I
was young):
beams were crossing every 22 µs
events were springing off collisions at
tens of Hz rate
jets of particles had typically 10
trajectories with a low density (say
one 2 CHF coin at 10 cm from the
beam crossing point)
pattern recognition was relatively
easy
no radiation damage

imaging in 3D (2 spatial coordinates
+ energy) was good enough

LHC, the Large Hadron collider

The ATLAS vtx detector
Life became complicated (and I
grew old):
beams cross every 25 ns
more than one event is springing off
for every crossing
charge density is more frightening
than the bitcoin
pattern recognition is a nightmare
radiation damage requires dedicated
technology and design
real time data reduction is a must

imaging in 5D (3 spatial coordinates
time & energy) is barely good
enough
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A DELPHI pixel tile

The baseline technology: Hybrid pixels, namely a matrix of diodes is
implanted over a high resistivity substrate and connected to a mating ASIC
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Assembly steps:
1. Sensor substrates & dies are
qualified independently
2. Interconnection by bump
bonding (SnPb or In)
3. I/O + power supply via a kapton
circuit
❖ typical thickness: 300 + 500 µm (sensor + ASIC)
❖ typical pixel pitch: from 300 x 300 µm2 to 50 x 400 µm2
❖ resolution: not in excess of the pitch/√12
❖ 8-10 kpixel/tile
The DELPHI VFT: 152 modules for 1.2 MPixel
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The identification of the particle impact point can also be performed following the
principle of the Time projection Chamber, namely measuring the drift time of the
generated charge carriers towards the collecting electrode, in a position sensitive
evolution of the Silicon Drift Detector*:

Because of the low anode
capacitance , excellent energy
resolution can be achieved at T ~
-20oC, making this detector
technology a STANDARD for X-ray
Fluorescence (XRF)

courtesy of Oxford Instruments

a collection of KETEK sensors

*E. Gatti, P. Rehak, Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research 225 (1984) 608

The identification of the particle impact point can also be performed following the
principle of the Time projection Chamber, namely measuring the drift time of the
generated charge carriers towards the collecting electrode, in a position sensitive
evolution of the Silicon Drift Detector*:
Because of the low anode
capacitance , excellent energy
resolution can be achieved at T ~
-20oC, making this detector
technology a STANDARD for X-ray
Fluorescence (XRF)

courtesy of Oxford Instruments

energy resolution of KETEK sensors

*E. Gatti, P. Rehak, Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research 225 (1984) 608

A segmentation of the anode can turn the detector into an energy
resolving, position sensitive device*:

The ALICE detector sensors:
pitch of the collecting
anodes ~ 300 µm
resolution along the drift field
~ 30 µm
drift velocity ~ 8 µm/ns
active area: 7.02 x 7.53 cm2

courtesy of Chiara Guazzoni, Politecnico di Milano
*A. Castoldi et al., IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON NUCLEAR SCIENCE, VOL. 44, NO. 5, OCTOBER
1997

A snapshot of the ALICE Silicon Drift detector system:

2 layers @R=15, 22 cm
14 ladders on the inner
layer, 60 cm long (6
detectors/layer)
22 ladders on the
outer layer, 67 cm long
(8 detectors/layer)

Sensors manufactured
by CANBERRA

What else?
Several concepts are being addressed, and a plurality of technologies and
architectures. But all of the proposals have a common feature: sensors should
be MONOLITHIC!
NON STANDARD SENSORS:
• based on the charge carrier generated in the epitaxial
layer [2-14 µm thick, depending on the technology =>
SMALL signal (~80 e-h pairs/ µm)]
• diffusion detector vs [standard] drift sensors (the sensitive
volume is NOT depleted => charge cluster spread over ~
50 µm [10 µm ] AND collection over ~ 150 ns [10 ns])

NEVERTHELESS OFFERING SEVERAL ADVANTAGES:

CMOS sensors for particle
detection

• very simple baseline architecture (3Transistors: reset,
collecting diode, addressing key)

❖ Main drive from digital cameras

❖ Pioneered @ LEPSI Strasbourg in the
late 90’s:
• G. Deptuch at al, IEEE-TNS 49 (2002) 601
• R. Turchetta et al, NIM A458 (2001) 677

• standard, well established industrial fabrication process,
granting a cost-effective access to state-of-the-art
technologies

☑ Signal identification (courtesy of W. Dulinski, LEPSI Strasbourg):
1. The Correlated Double Sampling:

➔
2. Subtract pedestals (due to leakage current) & Common mode

➔

3. Evaluate the
candidates
against the
noise (r.m.s of
the pedestal
distribution)

Signal-to-noise
ratio evaluated
for considered
event

! We consider the effect of time walk (see [2] for details)

compensated by an appropriate electronic circuit (either Constant Fraction Discriminator or Time over Threshold). With this
assumption, the effect of Landau variations in signal amplitude
are compensated, but not that of shape variation. This second
2
contribution is indicated as Landau noise (σLand
. Noise ) in Eq. (1).
The contribution of TDC binning to be below 10 ps and therefore
negligible.

large and they can severely degrade the achievable time
resolution.

What else?

2.3. Signal distortion: weighting ﬁeld and drift velocity

In every particle detector, the shape of the induced current
signal can be calculated using Ramo's [4] theorem that states that
the current induced by a charge carrier is proportional to its
electric charge q, the drift velocity v and the weighting ﬁeld Ew:
i (t ) ∝ qvEw . This equation indicates two key points in the design of
sensors for accurate timing. First, the drift velocity needs to be
constant throughout the volume of the sensor. Non-uniform drift
velocities induce variations in signal shape as a function of the hit
position, Fig. 2a, spoiling the overall time resolution. The easiest

!
Having
a genuine “time stamping” of the hits with 10 ps resolution is not a
piece
of cake and several effects in the underlying physics & design have to
2.1. Jitter
be taken
into account:
The jitter term represents the time uncertainty caused by the
early or late ﬁring of the comparator due to the presence of noise.

Energy deposition is a stochastic event
Landau fluctuations induce a
variation in the signal amplitude
(the origin of the time walk) and
distortion in the signal
development

Fig. 1. a) Energy deposits in a silicon detector with gain =1, and (b) the corresponding current signals.

Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 845 (2017) 47–51
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the LGAD (Low Gain Avalanche Diode) concept

the extra p+ layer
introduces a region of
high E field (300 kV/cm),
accelerating carriers to
produce impact
ionization

Why low gain?

ENCShot =

Output

Shot noise can be the dominant
source of noise. Moreover, when
Signal
Excess Noise Factor
iSig ∝ G mechanism
carriers undergo multiplication, there is an additional
that enhances Shot noise: multiplication is 2a stochastic process,
i Shot ∝ "#I Surface + (I Bulk )G 2 F$%
therefore some carries multiply more than others,
causing a noise
Shotfactor
noise (ENF). The expression for
Best S/N the
ratioso called excess noise
increase,
Electronic noise
Shot noise in device with gain is therefore:

FN, Torino – Vertex workshop 2017

. Charge multiplication in silicon sensors happens
rge carriers are in electric ﬁelds of the order of
Under this condition the electrons (and to less
s) acquire sufﬁcient kinetic energy that are able to
onal e/h pairs. A ﬁeld value of 300 kV/cm is obanting an appropriate charge density that locally
high ﬁelds (ND ∼ 1016 /cm3). The gain has an exndence on the electric ﬁeld N (l ) = No e α (E ) l , where
function of the electric ﬁeld and l is the path length

Tota
l no
ise

Fig. 3. Schematic of a traditional silicon diode (left) and of a Low-Gain Avalanche Diode (right).
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Power

Silicon microchannels to cool the hybrid

integrated

System aspects are definitely not trivial.P AV psingle exemplary illustration: silicon
micro-channel cooling of the sensor carriers (the hybrids)
D.B. Tuckerman and R.F.W. Pease, IEEE Elec. Dev. Letters, Vol. 2, 5, 1981

Tuckerman D.B. and Pease R.F.W., IEEE Elec. Dev.
Letters, Vol. 2, 5, 1981.

microchan
Monday, October 11, 2010
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3.2 W/cm2

150 microchannels
liquid C6F14
T -15ºC
flow ~3 g/s

© 2009 IBM Corporation

Nonetworks
CTE mismatch
2 independent
of 75 microchannels

Low material budget
Microfabrication
of t
Active/distributed cooling
Radiation resistance
Great integration potential
Thermal Figure of Merit (TFM)
A.Mapelli

Si wafer

0.4

W/cm2
A.Mapelli

etching of channels & manifolds

3.2 W/cm2

VERTEX 2017

A.Mapelli

Bonding of Si cover

sensor
max ∆T 5ºC

Relevant publications
The NA62 Collaboration, The beam and detector of the NA62 experiment at CERN,
2017 JINST 12 P05025, goo.gl/LP4umG

A.Mapelli

sensor

etching of fluidic inlets

A.Mapelli

G. Romagnoli et al., Silicon micro-fluidic cooling for NA62 GTK pixel detectors,
Microelec. Eng. 145 (2015) 133-137, goo.gl/VwuawR
P. Petagna et al., Application of micro-channel cooling to the local thermal
management of detectors electronics for particle physics,
Microelec. Journal 44
VERTEX 2017
(2013) 612–618, goo.gl/VRijT4

Thinning of acceptance

A.Mapelli

Metallization around Inlets
Alessandro Mapelli | 5
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Anything I can do but
the search for the Higgs
particle (and beyond) ?

A pointillistic approach to imaging

Paul Signac, Portrait de Felix Fènèon, 1890

A pointillistic approach to imaging

Paul Signac, Le Port de St. Tropez, 1899

A pointillistic approach to imaging
MIMOSA 5 raw image

Medipix

MIMOSA 5

Technology

Hybrid

Monolithic

Active Volume

0.3 mm thick, fully depleted

0.015 mm thin, not depleted

Architecture

Binary (double threshold) +
counting (13 bits)

Full analog

500 transistors/cell

3 transistors/cell

Granularity

Moderate (55 !m)

High (17 !m)

Active area

! Cm scale edge

! Cm scale edge

Main advantage

• stability (leakage current
compensation)
• high duty cycle
• simple off-line analysis

• granularity
• full analog info
• detectability at ! 1 KeV (3
x rms)

Main disadvantage

• granularity
• No analog info
• noise floor at ! 3 keV

• large data volume
(sparsification required!)
• low duty cycle
•Non trivial off-line analysis

M. Caccia, Autoradiography images of a mouse brain,
2008

FILM image

170 h

Imaging particle beams is a popular sport:
Monitoring Multileaf Collimator Position
in Intensity Modulated Radiotherapy
with a Monolithic Active Pixel Sensor
(100 µm thick)
(IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON NUCLEAR SCIENCE,
VOL. 61, NO. 1, FEBRUARY 2014, R. Page et al.)

Beam Monitoring by direct impact and
secondary electron imaging at hadron
therapy machines and tandem
accelerators and anti-proton beams
(e.g. R. Boll et al, Radiation Measurements 46
(2011) 1971-1973; S. Seller et al., Hyperfine
Interact (2012) 213:159–174; L. Badano et al.,
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON NUCLEAR SCIENCE,
VOL. 52, NO. 4, AUGUST 2005

single cell schematics & layout
the HIT beam

raw image

processed image

resolution: 52 ± 4 µm with a single frame
image (~10 times better than radio
chromic films)

I = 7x107 particles/s, C ions

the CERN AD beam

A different way of building up an image (the
essence of quantum imaging)
• the standard way:
– open up the shutter and integrate the
flux
– the “intensity” in every pixel actually
corresponds to the deposited energy:

Where ni is the number of photons of
energy Ei = wi, the weight in defining he
signal distribution

Mammography screening

Is it the OPTIMAL WAY to achieve my
goal, i.e. getting the maximum contrast
between the calcification and the
tissue?

A different way of building up an image:
since the X-ray tube spectrum is far
from being monochromatic

And the cross section features quite a
strong dependence on the energy

Mammography screening

I can imagine to find a way to
enhance the information content
of the transmitted flux

Integrating

[I record the
transmitted flux; the
weight of each
photon ÷ E]

Counting

[I identify each
photon and I count
the number of
photons in every
pixel; weight = 1]

Weighting

[I identify each
photon, I
measure the
energy and I
assign a weight ÷
E-3]

Water/
SNR
enhancement Breast

Adipose/
Breast

Integrating

1.0

1.0

Counting

1.3

1.2

Weighting

2.0

1.8

[Natalie Diekmann – NIKHEF]

where are we in clinical applications?

Martin Spahn, NIM A 731 (2013) 57–63

radiography has gone digital
buy yet, it mostly works in integration mode, with
indirect detection
direct detection in high z material is actively
pursued relying on CdTe (Z=48) or CdZnTe (Z=52)
with
• density ~ 5.8 g/cm3,
• Egap = 1.5 eV
• ε40KeV ~ 80%, ε80KeV ~ 40%

System based on the direct detection of X-ray quanta in a
semiconductor active layer with a signal processed by
intelligent electronics are a fact

The MEDIPIX family of ASIC, possibly the best show-case together
• (http://medipix.web.cern.ch/medipix/)
with DECTRIS:
In essence: counting (~100kHz)
chip with 2 thresholds/pixel

• http://www.amolf.nl/medipix/x-ray-imaging/projects/
• (https://www.dectris.com/)

130 nm technology, 8 metal layers, 3 side
buttable
256 x 256 pixels, 55 µm pitch
highly configurable:

R. Ballabriga et al., NIM A633 (2011) s15-s18

A few figures*:
linearity, noise and threshold dispersion:

energy resolution in counting mode (Pb-L and Cu-K lines) :

integral counting rate vs threshold

differential counting rate vs threshold

* JINST 8 C02016 (2103) [MEDIPIX3], JINST 10 C01039 (2015) [TIMEPIX3]

journal homepage: www.elsevier.com/locate/nima

Summary of the features of the MEDIPIX family:
Asic developments for radiation imaging applications: The medipix and
timepix family
Rafael Ballabriga, Michael Campbell *, Xavier Llopart
CERN, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland

Nuclear Instruments & methods, in press

R. Ballabriga et al.
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Nuclear Inst. and Methods in Physics Research, A (
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found in [1]. These replaced strip detectors in the inner tracking layers
of the vertex detectors where track density was so high that a 2-D
geometry was required to permit correct pattern recognition. Moreover,
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each and
pixel.therefore
Over the years
this concept
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extracting
as
the 3rd generation of pixel detector chips developed for high energy
be extremely thin
lower
mass. has
Doubtless
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detectors

pixel detector readout chip with internal, tunable delay providing a binary pattern

and a few applications (not the full story! the technology is mature
and the end-user community has a lot of imagination…):

http://www.panalytical.com/Empyrean/Features/PIXcel.htm
X-ray diffraction (license
to Panalytical):

X-ray imaging (license to imatek &
quantum detectors for the DAQ):

http://www.xray-imatek.com/technology
http://quantumdetectors.com/medipix3/
J. Jakubec, JINST 4 P03013 (2009)

and

for Color CT (spectral
molecular imaging)
http://www.marsbioimaging.com/mars/

Anderson & Butler, Contrast Media Mol. Imaging 2014, 9 3–12

Power to the Color!

In spectral molecular imaging, multiple
narrow sections of the energy spectrum are
sampled simultaneously, providing a range
of energy-dependent Hounsfield units across
the spectrum. As each material has a
specific measurable X-ray spectrum,
spectroscopic imaging allows for multiple
materials to be quantified and
differentiated.

Spectral molecular imaging could then
image and quantify multiple labeled
markers simultaneously.

Last But not Least: color X-ray for art

www.insightart.eu

Conclusions

the particle physics community has
the habit to develop technologies,
instruments and methods to pursue its
scientific objectives
it is unlikely you will find on our shelves
exactly what you miss to solve your
problems
however, come and talk to us: as long
as the trigger is fired we will be
intrigued and we will not let you
down!

